
Debugger Tutorial 
 
 
This tutorial is a brief introduction to the use of the debugger built into the Pelles C 
compiler system.   
 
Let’s assume that you have entered a program, the program has compiled correctly and 
you want to use the debugger to find some problems with the program.  First, you’ll 
want a sample program for demonstrating the debugging process.  You can use just 
about any program for this purpose.  If you want to use the same program as shown 
below in this tutorial, go to the course web page and under “Sample programs” 
download the one called expSimple.c.  Copy and paste the text into a project in Pelles 
C. 
 
First of all, you need to tell the Pelles IDE (Integrated Development Environment) that 
you want to make a version of the program with debugging information.  If you don’t do 
this and start up the debugger, you will get a message saying your file contains no 
debugging information.  Here are the required steps: 
 

 Look under the Project menu item and select Project options. 

 Switch to the Compiler tab and change the top left item called Debug information 
from “None” to “Full”. 

 While you are on the compiler tab, set Optimizations to “None”.  This can be 
important later when trying to view values for your program’s variables. 

 Then switch to the Linker tab and under Debug information, select “Codeview 
format”. 

 Now rebuild the program (Project…Build). 
 
Incidentally, you can use the above settings for all of our projects.  They make programs 
slightly larger and maybe a little slower.  So if you were creating a big program, you 
would normally leave out the debugging info and allow the optimizations for the final 
(sometimes called release) version of the program. 
 
Start the debugger from the Project menu item by selecting Debug… 
 
Here’s the view of the main Pelles C IDE after starting the debugger on a simple little 
program like one might write for Lab Project 1.  Note that the view of the program has 
one line highlighted: the one saying “int main( void );”  This highlight shows the next line 
that the debugger is about to execute.  In this case, we have just started the debugging 
process and so the program is stopped at its first line. 
 



 
 
 
Now suppose that we want to let the program 
run until it is just about to execute the line 
starting with “printf…” and then stop the program 
so that we can check some variables.  One way 
to do this involves setting a “breakpoint” or 
stopping point.  Using your mouse, position the 
cursor near the start of that line in the program 
where you want to set a breakpoint and then 
right-click on your mouse.  Now select “Toggle 
breakpoint” as shown in this image just to the 
right.  Do this for the line starting with printf.  A 
little red dot marks the line as having a 
breakpoint. 
 
Now, we want to let the program run until it reaches this breakpoint. 



 
To do this, from the menu at the top, select 
“Debug” as shown in the image to the right.  
This menu shows several options for 
controlling the execution of the program.  You 
can move through the program one line at a 
time with three choices that start with the word 
Step.  “Step into” means that if the current line 
has a call to some other function, the program 
will move on to that function and stop at its first 
line.  “Step over” is a choice that will let the 
program run on through the other function and 
stop at the next line in the current function.  
“Step out” would continue until the program 
leaves the current function.  “Run to cursor” will 
let the program run on until it reaches the line in which you have placed the cursor.   
 
You will also see an option to “Stop debugging” in this menu if you want to quit the 
debugging process.  The “Restart” choice can also be useful if you have missed the 
place you wanted to stop or for some other reason want to start over. 
 
For now, select the “Go” choice to allow the program to run until it reaches the 
breakpoint that was set earlier.  At this time you should see a window like this: 
 

 



 
The current, highlighted line is now the one with the breakpoint indicated by the little 
stop-sign icon.  The current values of some nearby variables are shown in the window 
near the bottom on the right, if you pick the locals tab. 
 
 Now we can check the values of some variables 
in your program.  If you select the locals tab in the 
lower right, you will see values of some variables 
near the current line.  If you select the watch tab 
and right-click in the area under the tab, you can 
add variables to the Watch view that will stay 
throughout the debugging session.  Here I have 
displayed the current values for N, r, and t.  Read 
through the program and these values should 
make sense. 
 
Now let the program run until it reaches the same breakpoint again – select “Go” under 
the Debug menu item.  You can have the same effect by pressing the F5 key.  Notice 
how the variables change with each step around the for loop. 
 
How might all this help in debugging a program?  Suppose that you made a mistake 
entering the program shown before.  What if you had set the starting value of N to 0 
instead of the proper value of 2? 
 
Stop debugging (Debug…Stop debugging). 
 
Edit the program so that the line with N = 2 becomes N = 0.  Now build the program and 
just run it without the debugger (Project…Execute).  Notice how N never changes in 
your results.  Well this is a pretty simple program and so the reason may be obvious, 
but with more complex programs it might not be so easy. 
 
Now run this version of the program in the debugger (Project…Debug).  Set a 
breakpoint within the for loop, perhaps at the line that reads “t = t + 1;”.  Now run the 
program until this breakpoint is reached (Debug…Go).  The Watch view shows N is 
zero.  But the previous line should have calculated N = N + r * N.  So either N is starting 
at zero or maybe r is zero.  This should lead you to realize that the initial value for N set 
about 5 lines earlier in the program must be wrong.  Think about the logic of the 
program:  If N was started at 2 and r was set to 0 instead of 0.5, N would stay at 2. 
 
If you think about the error in the program that we created by setting N = 0, this is not 
the type of programming error that a compiler will catch when you build the program.  
There’s nothing wrong about that statement from a syntax perspective.  That kind of 
logical error is one where a debugger can be helpful. 
 
There are many other features built into the debugger, but this should get you started.  
You can learn about more of them by just playing around with the debugger. 

 
 


